Thymoma needs a new staging system.
Despite the wide use of the Masaoka staging system for thymoma, the distribution of survival by stage group is not well balanced. The new staging systems for testing were defined as follows: stage I was created by merging Masaoka's stages I and II, and stage IV remained unchanged. Stages II and III were defined as thymomas with invasive growth and the following combinations of tumor diameter and number of involved structures/organs. Scheme 1: stage II included tumors less than 10 cm in diameter and involving one neighboring structure/organ. Stage III included tumors with all combinations of diameter and number of involved structures/organs other than those in stage II. Scheme 2: stage II included tumors of all combinations other than those in stage III. Stage III included tumors 10 cm or more in diameter and involving two or more structures/organs. The survival curves were assessed for 138 patients treated at the National Cancer Center, Tokyo. The 10-year survival rates for each stage according to the Masaoka, Scheme 1, and Scheme 2 systems were as follows: stage I (100%, 100%, 100%), stage II (100%, 86%, 83%), stage III (70%, 64%, 34%), and stage IV (34%, 34%, 34%), respectively. The survival curves for Scheme 1 gave the most balanced distribution of survival in each staging group. By considering both tumor diameter and number of involved structures/organs, Masaoka's stages I-III could be rearranged with more balanced distribution of survival.